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Abstract. [Purpose] This study aimed to identify kinematic gait indicators for a fall risk screening test through 
quantitative comparisons of gait characteristics measured using mobile inertial sensors between faller and non-fall-
er groups in a population of community-dwelling older people. [Participants and Methods] We enrolled 50 people 

during the past year, and divided them into faller and non-faller groups. Gait parameters (velocity, cadence, stride 
length, foot height, heel strike angle, ankle joint angle, knee joint angle, and hip joint angle) were assessed using 

smaller, respectively, in the faller versus non-faller group. Receiver operating characteristic curve analysis revealed 
areas under the curve of 0.686, 0.722, and 0.691 for gait velocity, left heel strike angle, and right heel strike angle, 
respectively. [Conclusion] Gait velocity and heel strike angle during gait assessed using mobile inertial sensors may 
be important kinematic indicators in a fall risk screening test to estimate the likelihood of falls among community-
dwelling older people.
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INTRODUCTION

1), and 
2) 3). With regard to the risk factors for falls, relative risks 

cognitive impairment, 1.8; and age >80 years, 1.74). Similarly, Tinetti et al.5) reported that the strongest risk factors for falls 
among community-dwelling older people included a past history of falls as well as strength, gait, and balance impairments.
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Fall prevention guidelines published in 2010 recommend an assessment of the history of falls, as well as gait and balance, 
during fall intervention screening6). For gait and balance assessments, the Timed Up and Go Test7), Performance-Oriented 
Mobility Assessment8), and Berg Balance Scale9) are frequently used.

In a survey that investigated fall situations in 589 older people (≥65 years), the activity immediately before the fall was 
most often ambulation (56.5%), and the cause of the fall was most often a balance/gait problem (61.9%)10). Other studies that 
examined pre-fall activities also reported walking (58.1%) as the most common activity immediately before the fall11). On 
the basis of these previous findings and reports of frequent fall occurrences while walking, the present study focused on the 
analysis of gait function as an index of the fall risk in community-dwelling older people.

Previous studies have used performance-based clinical tests, a video-based three-dimensional motion analysis system12), 
mobile inertial sensors13), an instrumented walkway14), and other methods to investigate gait function in relation to fall risk. 
However, a high cost and a complex operating system are limitations with the use of a three-dimensional motion analyzer for 
measurement and data analysis. Moreover, an instrumented walkway has limitations in terms of measurement of the range 
of motion in the hip, knee, and ankle joints. In contrast, Ejupi et al.15) reported that fall risk assessments based on mobile 
inertial sensor were low cost and objective, and required portable measuring instruments that have become available because 
of recent technological advances.

Accordingly, in the present study, we used mobile inertial sensors to analyze gait function in community-dwelling older 
people. Previous studies have also used these sensors to collect quantitative measurements of temporo-spatial gait parameters. 
Donath et al.13, 16) showed that the RehaGait® system (HASOMED GmbH, Magdeburg, Germany), which is constructed with 
inertial sensors, was valid and reliable for measuring temporo-spatial gait characteristics during treadmill walking. In addi-
tion, Nüesch et al.17) reported that for healthy participants, the sagittal plane joint kinematic waveforms measured with the 
RehaGait® inertial sensor system were comparable to those measured with the Vicon optoelectronic reference system (Vicon 
Motion Systems Ltd., Oxford, UK).

In a systematic review that compared temporo-spatial gait parameters between fallers and non-fallers in a group of older 
people, time variability, gait speed, stride length, and step length showed the maximum differences between the two groups. 
However, in the reviewed articles, the methodology, participant selection criteria, and definitions for discriminating fallers 
from non-fallers were not homogeneous18). Petraglia et al.19) reported that although many studies measured gait speed, step 
length, step time, stance time, stride time, cadence, and swing time, only a few studies measured other parameters. According 
to a report focusing on joint angles, fallers had fewer changes in the hip angle, ankle angle20), and maximal hip extension 
angle21) than did non-fallers.

Previous findings have shown that the temporo-spatial parameters of gait function analyzed by mobile inertial sensors 
such as RehaGait® may help estimate fall risk. However, few reports have verified the validity of analyzing temporo-spatial 
characteristics, including joint angle in gait, using mobile inertial sensors as an index for fall risk screening in community-
dwelling older people. The purpose of this study was to identify kinematic gait indicators for a fall risk screening test through 
quantitative comparisons of gait characteristics, measured using mobile inertial sensors, between faller and non-faller groups 
in a population of community-dwelling older people.

PARTICIPANTS AND METHODS

Fifty older people (age ≥65 years) using long-term care prevention services were enrolled in this study after they provided 
written informed consent. The participants included 43 females and 7 males with a mean age of 82.6 ± 6.0 years. Inclu-
sion criteria included the ability to walk independently without using aids. Exclusion criteria included a stroke diagnosis, 
Parkinson’s disease, rheumatism, and a history of hip or knee surgery. Participants with any history of falls that resulted in 
unintentional landing on the ground, floor, or lower level within the past year were categorized as the faller group (n=16; 4 
males, 12 females)22). Participants without any previous incidence of falls were categorized as the non-faller group (n=34; 
3 males, 31 females). The study was conducted with the approval of the Medical Ethics Committee of Shinshu University 
School of Medicine (No. 4004).

First, an interview was conducted to determine whether there was a history of falls during the past year. Next, participants 
walked barefoot at a normal speed for two trials using the mobile inertial sensor (RehaGait® system, HASOMED GmbH)23). 
Measurements were performed in a room with a straight 16-m flat wood floor as previously described24). Each trial was 
followed by a 1-min break. The RehaGait® system consisted of seven inertial sensors. Each sensor contained a 3-axial accel-
erometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer. Inertial sensors were attached laterally on the feet (below the lateral malleolus), the 
shanks (laterally above the ankle joints), the thighs (above the knee joints), and at lumbar vertebrae 4/5 using double-sided 
tape and elastic straps. The system and model were calibrated while the participant was in a neutral upright standing position 
for 10 s and successively moved their right and left leg forward 30° while bending the spine backwards 15°. Temporal 
parameters, such as velocity and cadence, and spatial parameters in gait, such as stride length, foot height, heel strike angle 
(the angle between the floor and the foot at the moment of the heel contact), ankle joint angle, knee joint angle, and hip joint 
angle, were analyzed as temporo-spatial characteristics in gait using manufacturer proprietary software (RehaGait® system).

The normality of the data from the temporo-spatial parameters in gait was analyzed using the Shapiro–Wilk test before 
comparing the parameters between the faller and non-faller groups. The differences in parameters were then compared using 
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the t-test for normally distributed data and Mann–Whitney U test for non-normally distributed data. χ2 tests were used to as-
sess differences between the faller and non-faller groups by gender. If significant differences between groups were observed, 
a receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve was plotted to determine the area under the curve (AUC), cut-off, sensitivity, 
and specificity values. A p-value of ˂0.05 was considered statistically significant. All statistical analyses were conducted 
using IBM SPSS Statistics 25 (IBM Corporation, Armonk, NY, USA).

RESULTS

The characteristics of the faller and non-faller groups are summarized in Table 1. There were no significant differences 
between the two groups in terms of age, gender, height, and weight. Velocity and left and right heel strike angles were 
significantly different between the faller and non-faller groups (p<0.05). Although it was not statistically significant, the 
stride length of the faller group was shorter than that of the non-faller group (p=0.066). The results of ROC curve analysis 
for velocity and left and right heel strike angles are provided in Table 2, and the ROC curves are shown in Fig. 1. The AUC 
for the left heel strike angle (0.722) was the largest among the three parameters. The cut-off value for velocity was 0.83 m/s 
(85% sensitivity and 56% specificity), while those for the left and right heel strike angles were 15.8° (79% sensitivity and 
63% specificity) and 16.5° (68% sensitivity and 69% specificity), respectively.

Table 1.  Characteristics of the faller and non-faller groups

Non-faller group (n=34) Faller group (n=16)
Age [years]a 81.7 ± 6.2 (83.0) 84.6 ± 5.7 (85.5)
gender [n males, n females]b 3, 31 4, 12
Height [cm]c 147.0 ± 8.0 (147) 150.0 ± 11.0 (148)
Weight [kg]a 54.3 ± 9.4 (53.6) 49.8 ± 10.4 (47.9)
Stride duration [s]a 1.03 ± 0.07 (1.04) 1.10 ± 0.28 (1.02)
Stride length [m]c 0.96 ± 0.16 (0.99) 0.87 ± 0.17 (0.87)
Velocity [m/s]c 0.93 ± 0.16 (0.94) 0.82 ± 0.22 (0.78)*
Cadence [/min]a 116.8 ± 8.1 (115.4) 113.7 ± 20.1 (118.3)
Left stance [%]a 64.2 ± 4.2 (63.2) 64.7 ± 4.1 (63.7)
Right stance [%]a 64.7 ± 4.0 (63.4) 65.0 ± 5.3 (63.5)
Left single support [%]a 36.4 ± 2.0 (36.6) 35.8 ± 3.3 (36.5)
Right single support [%]a 35.9 ± 4.0 (36.6) 35.4 ± 4.1 (36.3)
Left double support [%]a 17.7 ± 14.1 (13.4) 17.1 ± 9.3 (13.8)
Right double support [%]a 21.0 ± 22.2 (13.4) 21.2 ± 22.2 (13.4)
Left max. foot height [cm]a 10.1 ± 1.8 (10.0) 10.2 ± 1.7 (10.3)
Right max. foot height [cm]c 11.3 ± 1.7 (11.5) 11.3 ± 1.8 (11.3)
Left heel strike angle [°]a 18.1 ± 5.0 (19.6) 14.2 ± 6.2 (15.0)*
Right heel strike angle [°]a 18.3 ± 8.0 (19.4) 13.6 ± 8.0 (14.9)*
Left max. ankle plantarflexion angle [°]a 12.5 ± 7.9 (10.6) 11.8 ± 7.3 (10.3)
Right max. ankle plantarflexion angle [°]a 9.0 ± 4.3 (8.1) 10.8 ± 7.1 (8.4)
Left max. ankle dorsiflexion angle [°]a 10.6 ± 4.2 (10.3) 10.6 ± 3.6 (10.6)
Right max. ankle dorsiflexion angle [°]a 9.4 ± 2.8 (9.5) 9.7 ± 3.9 (10.7)
Left max. knee flexion angle [°]a 41.7 ± 8.5 (43.5) 43.7 ± 15.1 (40.5)
Right max. knee flexion angle [°]a 41.7 ± 15.4 (38.7) 40.4 ± 16.5 (38.2)
Left max. knee extension angle [°]a 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.5) 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.5)
Right max. knee extension angle [°]c 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.5) 0.5 ± 0.1 (0.5)
Left max. hip flexion angle [°]c 28.2 ± 6.6 (27.8) 27.8 ± 4.6 (27.3)
Right max. hip flexion angle [°]c 27.3 ± 6.3 (28.6) 25.2 ± 9.2 (24.5)
Left max. hip extension angle [°]a 12.1 ± 6.3 (11.3) 10.9 ± 6.0 (10.0)
Right max. hip extension angle [°]a 13.2 ± 7.8 (11.8) 13.5 ± 8.2 (11.3)
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation (median).
a: Mann–Whitney’s U test, b: χ2 test, c: t-test. *p<0.05.
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DISCUSSION

This study clarified the validity of a fall risk screening index using mobile inertial sensors to measure temporo-spatial 
characteristics of gait in community-dwelling older people. The results showed that velocity and heel strike angles during 
gait were significantly slower and smaller, respectively, in the faller group than in the non-faller group, and the sensitivity, 
specificity, and cut-off values of these parameters were analyzed.

Previous studies of gait velocity have shown a high risk of falls among groups with gait speeds ranging from 0.6 to 1.0 m/
s25). In this study, the non-faller and faller groups had gait speeds of 0.93 ± 0.16 and 0.82 ± 0.22 m/s, respectively. Therefore, 
the older people in both groups had a high risk of falling based on previous reports concerning gait velocity. Our study results 
revealed that the gait velocity cut-off value of 0.83 m/s allows distinguishing a faller from a non-faller.

The left and right heel strike angles were significantly different between the faller and non-faller groups. In particular, 
the left heel strike angle exhibited a high AUC in the ROC curve. Among studies of joint angles in gait, a few include ankle 
angles. Kemoun et al.20) reported that dorsiflexion of the ankle during the second phase of double support and plantar flexion 
of the ankle at the beginning of swing were significantly lower in the faller group than in the non-faller group. Winter et al.26) 
reported that the angle of the foot relative to the ground at heel contact, measured by a video digitizing system and a force 
platform, was decreased in older participants because of a shorter step length; thus, the need for energy absorption by the 
dorsiflexors when the foot was lowered to the ground was also reduced.

Previous research reported that a faller group showed a lesser change in the ankle joint angle from the late stance phase to 
the early swing phase than did a non-faller group20, 26). Similarly, this study showed that the angle of the foot relative to the 
ground at heel contact in the faller group was smaller than that in the non-faller group. Although the difference was statisti-
cally marginally significant (p=0.066), the stride length in the faller group tended to be shorter than that in the non-faller 
group.

Based on these results, it was considered that the decrease in heel strike angle at heel contact in the faller group might be 
affected by the shortened stride length; this could affect the increase in fall risk in community-dwelling older people.

This study has some limitations. The participants were community-dwelling older people who were recruited from long-
term care prevention services centers and were able to walk independently. Although they were divided into the faller and 
non-faller groups, they were already considered to be at risk of falling based on their gait velocity data. Therefore, the results 
of this study may have limited applicability to healthy older people who do not use long-term care prevention services.

In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest that kinesiological temporo-spatial parameters, including gait velocity and 
heel strike angle during gait, measured by mobile inertial sensors may be valid indicators in a fall risk screening test aimed 
at preventing falls in community-dwelling older people.

Fig. 1. Receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for (A) velocity, (B) left heel strike angle, and (C) right heel strike angle analyzed 
in community-dwelling older individuals.

Table 2.  Parameters of the receiver operating curves (ROC) for velocity and heel strike angles (cf. Fig. 1)

Parameter AUC Cut-off point Sensitivity Specificity
Velocity [m/s] 0.686 0.83 0.85 0.56
Left heel strike angle [°] 0.722 15.8 0.79 0.63
Right heel strike angle [°] 0.691 16.5 0.68 0.69
AUC: area under the curve.
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